Abstract. The main goal of a Workload Management System (WMS) is to find and allocate resources for the given tasks. The more and better job information the WMS receives, the easier will be to accomplish its task, which directly translates into higher utilization of resources. Traditionally, the information associated with each job, like expected runtime, is defined beforehand by the Production Manager in best case and fixed arbitrary values by default. In the case of LHCb's Workload Management System no mechanisms are provided which automate the estimation of job requirements. As a result, much more CPU time is normally requested than actually needed. Particularly, in the context of multicore jobs this presents a major problem, since single-and multicore jobs shall share the same resources. Consequently, grid sites need to rely on estimations given by the VOs in order to not decrease the utilization of their worker nodes when making multicore job slots available. The main reason for going to multicore jobs is the reduction of the overall memory footprint. Therefore, it also needs to be studied how memory consumption of jobs can be estimated.
Introduction
In the case of the LHCb experiment, estimation of job requirements is done by a Production Manager and therefore the decisions are based on user experience. In order to avoid that jobs are interrupted by a grid site, requirements are in general overestimated. Providing better estimations can allow improvements in many respects. For instance, knowing in advance whether a job might be critical in terms of memory footprint allows to submit it directly to a high memory queue. Giving better runtime estimates allows the batch system of grid sites to improve scheduling and therefore to increase efficiency and throughput. This becomes essential in the context of multicore jobs, where jobs with different core requirements shall run on the same resources [1] . If there are too many jobs with overestimated runtimes then it can easily lead to bad system utilization: the cores are released earlier than expected but the next job in the batch system queue might not be able to start earlier because it requires more cores than available at that time. These are just a few examples which show how important it is to better estimate job requirements. Runtime estimation is actually a well studied problem in the context of High Performance Computing [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . They often approach this problem by focusing on some generic job parameters and comparing it with past jobs. There have been also some recent studies in the HEP community [5] , [6] , where they analyse user estimates and the impact of high and low luminosity data on job performance. This paper will go a step further and first analyse which job features have the largest impact and the studies will not only focus on runtime but also on memory footprint of jobs. The LHCb experiment stores a lot of information about each job in a database [3] . For instance, it is known on which hardware (workernode, CPU model, RAM size etc.) a job has been executed. It contains information about the input file, like size and name of file, number of events and in which LHCb run the data has been recorded. The latter feature allows to obtain physics conditions for the corresponding LHCb run [2] , like pile-up, trigger configuration, luminosity etc. This is important since the higher the pile-up the more complex is the reconstruction of events. Taking such correlations into account, can help to improve estimation.
This paper proposes to predict job requirements based on information about past jobs. Therefore, it starts first with a workload analysis in section 2. Section 3 evaluates the most important features and section 4 presents a supervised learning algorithm.
Workload Analysis
In a first step, LHCb workloads from 2011 and 2012 have been analyzed in order to evaluate how the increase of LHC beam energy changed the requirements of jobs. Normalized time per event can be used as metric, in order to compare runtime of jobs running on different worker nodes and processing different number of events. This metric can be computed as:
Number of Events (1) 2.1. Runtime Fig. 1 shows that the distribution of runtime per event values can be approximated by a Gaussian curve. Therefore, a maximum likelihood estimation can be applied in order to obtain the parameters of this distribution like the standard deviation and the maximum likelihood. These values can then be used in order to predict future jobs. Fig. 1 shows that the majority of reconstruction jobs in 2011 required about 11.71 HS06.s, while in 2012 this has increased to 17.91 HS06.s. Also the amount of data has significantly increased. This is caused by the change of experiment conditions in 2012. Due to larger data rate, different trigger conditions and higher luminsosity more complex events have been recorded. The standard deviation is about 2.1 in the year 2011 and about 2.7 in 2012. This means that runtime is on average wrongly estimated by 2.1 respectively 2.7 HS06.s. The LHCb experiment provides luminosity leveling, which ensures a relatively stable luminosity value during a run. That's the main reason why a Gaussian distribution can be observed. This is in contrast to other experiments like CMS or ATLAS, where high luminosity data cause significant outliers in the runtime of jobs. Stripping is the processing step which takes place after the reconstruction. It sorts the reconstructed events into different output streams. The workload analysis is shown in Fig. 2 . A slight increase from 5.26 HS06.s per event to 5.87 HS06.s can be observed. This is mainly caused by different stripping options in the corresponding year. The characteristics of events do not influence the computational complexity of the jobs since the jobs only classify events and put them into different output streams. It can be seen that more data has been processed by stripping jobs in the year 2012 compared to 2011.
Memory
The same analysis has been applied for the memory footprints of jobs from 2011 and 2012. These values clearly do not follow a Gaussian distribution any longer as shown in Fig. 3 . On the other side, the parameter memory is not as critical as runtime, because an overestimation will not have any negative impact. Reconstruction jobs required on average 1.6 GB in 2011 and 1.76 GB in 2012. In the case of stripping jobs a significant increase from 2.2 to 3.4 GB can be observed (see Fig. 4 ). This is due to the fact that in 2012 the number of stripping lines has been increased.
Detecting the Most Important Features
Having analyzed the workloads from the past, distributions have been obtained which can be used to predict future jobs. This section will analyze whether a better prediction can be given when more input features are taken into account rather than taking only the simple mean of prior job runtimes and memory footprints. Therefore, the correlations between runtime, memory footprint and the different job meta data have to be measured. Well known correlations are for instance:
• The higher the pile-up the more complex will be the reconstruction in terms of memory and runtime • The higher the beam energy, the more particles will be generated and therefore the larger will be an event In order to study the impact of these parameters on the runtime and memory footprint of jobs, the feature space has been normalized. Afterwards different prediction models have been applied. It appeared that linear regression (LR) was the model to which the data responded the best. After having found the best θ values for the corresponding model, it can be evaluated which features do not have a significant impact on the output features. Fig. 5 shows that the features avg. event size and avg. multiplicity have a low weight and can therefore be neglected. This is because these features are redundant. Taking this subset of features and estimating the runtime of jobs results in a 22% better estimation compared to a naive estimator like Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). In the case of stripping jobs, it appears that physics conditions like avg. luminosity and multiplicity do not have any impact on the runtime of these jobs (Fig. 6) . This is expected, since these jobs sort reconstructed events into different output streams. Therefore, for the runtime it is more relevant, how many events have to be processed and how big the input files are. Taking such features into account results in a 25% improvement in prediction.
Taking into account more input features for predicting memory consumption of jobs, reached only slight improvements of about 2-6% compared to a naive estimator. This is most probably related to the fact that only the virtual memory of jobs is stored in the database. Since jobs in general request much more memory than they actually need, virtual memory is not the right parameter to consider. Figure 6 . Prediction model for runtime of stripping jobs
Supervised Learning
This section evaluates how the different prediction models perform when only a small training set is available. When a new production is created, then similar jobs must be first found. The false prediction will be high in the beginning, because of effects which have not been seen in the training data. The supervised learning algorithm has the following steps:
(i) Find similar jobs which have already run (ii) Predict requirements for the next k jobs using either (MLE/LR) (iii) When k jobs have finished, update the prediction formula with the new results obtained (iv) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all jobs have finished
In the evaluation k has been set to 100 and jobs from the whole experiment year 2012 have been chosen. This means that the supervised learning algorithm is updated after each 100th job. Fig.  7 shows the accumulated error for the prediction of reconstruction jobs. As expected the false prediction is relatively high in the beginning. In the case of runtime it goes up to 5 HS06.s. But over time the error quickly decreases. Assuming that the model captures all influencing factors, then the accumulated error should either decrease or converge. This is clearly not the case for the runtime prediction as shown in Fig. 7 , where the error obviously increases again.
During an experiment year the trigger configuration is changed which leads to the fact that events are recorded which differ from previously recorded events. This can lead to an increased false prediction. For instance, Fig. 7 shows that by the end of the experiment year (after 250k jobs) a significant increase in the runtime prediction occurs in case of MLE. This happened because the jobs processed events which have been recorded under a minimum bias trigger. These events differ significantly from events recorded during the rest of the year. However, the linear regression model could predict the runtime of these jobs relatively well since it takes the physics conditions into account. In general taking more input features into account can deliver better estimates than MLE. In case of memory footprint both models deliver similar results (Fig. 7) . As discussed previously, this might be related to the fact that LHCb stores only the virtual memory of jobs in the database. Fig. 9 shows the results obtained for stripping jobs. Runtime prediction follows a similar curve as in the case of reconstruction jobs. For the memory footprint a significant outlier can be observed. This is due to huge combinatorics which has lead to a memory footprint several times larger than what is used to be the average. Even taking into account meta data like file size and number of events, does not allow to foresee such a memory increase. Consequently, this outlier can be seen in both models. Figure 9 . Accumulated error for the prediction of stripping job requirements (Update after k = 100 jobs)
Conclusion
This paper has shown how job requirements can be estimated at the example of LHCb. The main idea is to retrieve information about jobs that have already successfully finished and to create an estimator. Section 2 has shown a workload analysis from LHCb reprocessing productions of 2011 and 2012. Based on the derived distributions, a naive estimator has been proposed in order to predict future jobs. Section 4 and 3 have shown that taking job meta data like file size, number of events, avg. multiplicity etc. can help to significantly improve the prediction of job requirements up to 25% compared to a naive estimator. The prediction model must be able to regularly update itself. Therefore, a supervised learning algorithm has been presented that starts with a small set of training data and regular updates ensure that it can learn over time from changing conditions. Both models can be easily integrated in the Workload Management System and can support the Production Manager in the decision making.
